Who wants to play with IDA?

INTERNATIONAL DRAMA IN ACTION

(WS 2014/15 and SoSe 2015)
Do you love acting and would like to know more about British drama? Are you an expert in drama and eager to learn more about its practical components? Are you fascinated by drama and theatre and curious about what goes on behind the curtain? Enter the limelight and play with IDA! International Drama in Action offers you a performance project plus a survey of British drama:

- Introduction to Drama in English
- Acting Workshop with playwright Rona Munro
- Renaissance Drama and (Post-) Drama in English: Analysis and Play
- Theatre Laboratory and Performance

GET INVOLVED
Open to B.A. students of all fields. Please apply by sending a letter of motivation in English to Svenja Böhm (svenja.boehm@rub.de).

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION
14 September 2014